

**David Lynch**

**BUNNY**

*February 26* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...an infuriatingly off-kilter blend of noir and New Orleans jazz that never quite finds its rhythm." – *Variety*


**BLUE VELVET**

*February 27* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that had a profound influence on the entire horror genre during the 1980s, so much so that it has been described as one of the best ever made. It’s a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**LOST HIGHWAY**

*February 28* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**THE HUNGER**

*March 1* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**THE HUNGER**

*March 2* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**CURSE**

*March 3* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**THE HUNGER**

*March 4* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOODY FANTASY**

*March 5* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 6* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 7* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 8* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 9* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 10* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 11* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 12* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 13* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 14* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*


**BLOOD FANTASY**

*March 15* 7:00pm & 9:30pm


“...a film that has become a landmark of the genre, and continues to influence filmmakers today." – *The Guardian*